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Chapterr 6 

Numericall  solution of the 
framework'ss equation systems 

6.11 Introduction 

Thee current chapter considers different methods for numerically solving special sys-
temss of coupled PDEs and ODEs/DAEs. The PDEs describe diffusion processes of 
concentrationn fields and are nonlinearly coupled to the ODEs/DAEs. that describe 
thee motion of particle-like objects that interact with these fields. 

Thee start ing point for our research on such systems is an article of Hentschel and 
Vann Ooyen [21]. where they model the outgrowth of axons out of neurons. The growing 
axonss react to different concentration fields of so-called 'at t ractants' and 'repellents' 
thatt are subject to diffusion and absorption processes. The movement of the axon 
heads,, i.e.. when growth occurs, is determined by local values and gradients of the 
fields.fields. At the same time these so called growth cones act as sources for the fields 
ass do the target neurons and messenger cells. In [21] growth cones were modelled 
byy their location, for which ODEs were proposed and point sources were used in the 
diffusionn equations for the fields. The equations were solved by using quasi-steady-
statee approximation for the fields on an infinit e 2-dimensional domain, effectively 
reducingg the system to a finite dimensional system of ODEs. that was solved using 
standardd explicit RK-methods. 

Too facilitate the research on this so called axon guidance Krottje and Van Ooyen 
([30].. Chapter 13) developed a simulation framework for a certain class of such systems. 
Thee more general approach of this framework allows for the definition of a number of 
fieldss and states that are linked to each other. The fields can be defined on domains 
withh piecewise smooth boundaries on which no in- and outflow is assumed. Sources 
aree described by continuous bell-shaped functions with local support instead of point 
sourcess which may result in ill-defined systems ([29]. Chapter 4). States are defined 
ass objects that interact with the fields having a certain position and are modelled in 
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a.. finite-dimensional way. resulting in ODEs/DAEs for their dynamics. They can act 
ass sources for the fields and their movement is determined by local field values and 
gradients.. From a modelling perspective they can be growth cones, target neurons or 
artificiall  sources in an experimental setting. 

Itt has turned out that the developed framework has some features which make it 
numericallyy challenging. First, there are the small moving sources for the diffusion 
equations.. Efficiently finding a solution approximation of the field equations may 
needd some kind of refinement and adaptivity in the setting of geometrically complex 
domainss with possibly a number of holes. Second, the system consists of diffusion 
equationss giving rise to stiffness and ODEs/DAEs that are non-stiff and nonlinear. 
Thiss makes that choosing a suitable time integration method is not a trivial task. 

Wee wrote a set of Matlab functions for carrying out simulations of models defined 
inn the framework. To address the first challenge we used a spatial discretization that 
cann handle complex domains as well as refinement and works with a set of independent 
nodess instead of a grid ([29]. Chapter 4). It uses a Voronoi diagram, both for building 
locall  approximations and proper placement of nodes. For the time integration we used 
aa second order Runge-Kutta IMEX method based on a combination of the implicit 
andd explicit midpoint rule. 

However,, the question arises whether instead we could use a standard FE package 
forr solving such systems and. if possible, how it would compare to using our set of 
Matlabb functions if one considers efficiency. To get some insight into these issues, 
wee will therefore examine in this chapter simulation of models in the framework 
usingg both our set of Matlab functions as well as a. typical FE solver developed for 
parabolicc PDEs. We will pick as a representative solver the program Kardos [31]. 
Kardoss includes an adaptive multilevel finite element package and uses Rosenbrock 
methodss for time integration. 

Thee organization of the chapter is as follows. We start with a description of 
ourr simulation framework in Section 2. We will give a short introduction to our 
ownn developed Matlab package. AGTools (Axon Guidance Tools) in Section 3 and 
too Kardos in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the application of Rosenbrock time-
integrationn methods within our own framework. In Section 6 we will compare the 
efficiencyy of both implementations and we finish with a conclusion in Section 7. 

6.22 Simulation framework 

Fromm the mathematical point of view the framework consists of a number of diffusion 
equations,, the PDEs. which contain besides the diffusion terms, absorption and source 
terms.. These equation are strongly coupled to nonlinear ODEs/DAEs. of which the 
righthandsidess contain field values and gradients of the fields evaluated at certain 
locations.. We will not go into the biological interpretation here, which can be found 
inn ([30]. Chapter 5). but we want to stress that the ODEs/DAEs describe particle-like 
movingg objects that interact with the fields. This interaction occurs by means of field 
sourcess associated to the objects as well as by movement of the objects guided by 
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locallyy measured field values and gradients. 

Modell  state The models in the framework are from the mathematical perspective 
infinite-dimensionall  dynamical systems of which the model state is a combination of 
fieldss and finite-dimensional particle states. 

Thee fields are defined on a 2-dimensional domain Ï7 with a piecewise smooth 
boundaryy and are denoted by pj  Q —> M, j = 1 AI, where AI denotes the 
numberr of fields. They will be assumed to be elements of Hl (Q). the space of square 
integrablee functions defined on $} of which also the first-order derivatives are square 
integrable. . 

Thee particle states are finite-dimensional vectors u, E Mn' of which the first two 
componentss denote a location r, E Q and the rest of the variables is gathered in a 
vectorr s-j E M.n'~2 and in the following referred to as the s-part of the state. This part 
mayy be obsolete and therefore the particle states arc at least 2-dimensional. We will 
denotee the number of particle states by A7. 

Concluding,, the model state, which we denote by x. is of the form 

x == (px PM.U, uN) E(Hl(n))AI x R " 1 + - + n * . (6.1) 

Modell  dynamics To complete the definition of a dynamical system we wTill add 
too the model state x the dynamics in the form of the PDEs. ODEs and algebraic 
equations.. We start with the dynamics of the AI fields. For all fields we assume 
thatt there is no inflow or outflow across the boundary dQ of Q, giving the boundary 
condition n 

nn  Vpj - 0. on dQ.. j = 1 AI. (6.2) 

wheree n is the outward normal vector. We assume that for the first M  ̂ fields the 
dynamicss is given by full diffusion equations. 

N N 

ddtt()j()j  = Ljp3 + ^^°ji(si)TTlS, on ft. j = 1 . AId. (6.3) 
ii = l 

wheree L3 — djA — kj for all j — 1 AI(}. In each diffusion equation there is a 
sourcee term <7;,(S()T'r.5' associated with every particle state u, = (r^.s^). Here the 
functionn o"J?: E

n ' —*  M. denotes an excretion rate of the source term and the function 
TTrr.. S: Q —> E denotes a continuous source profile. The latter is defined by applying 
aa translation operator Tri to a general source profile S: Q —> IR, where the operator 
iss defined by (TFi5)(x) = S(x — r,) for all x. x — r, E O. When the s-part of the 
particle-statee is absent we will assume the <jyx to be constants. 

Forr the rest of the fields we will assume that they are in quasi-steady-state and 
usee for their dynamics the equations 

A r r 

00 = Ljpj + Y  ̂ VjiMTr, S. on SI. j = Md + l AI. (6.4) 
; = i i 
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beingg defined similarly as in (6.3). Note that we can still talk about their "dynamics' 
becausee the source terms contain the time-dependent particle states. 

Forr the particle states we assume in the same way a division in states governed 
byy real dynamics in the form of ODEs and states determined by quasi-static laws in 
thee form of algebraic equations. For the first Nd particle states we assume that there 
aree functions G, such that their dynamics are given by 

ddttuull = Gl(t.ul.p(rl).dJp(rl).dyp(rl)). i = l Nd. (6.5) 

Heree we use the vector notation p(r,), meaning p(i\)j = pj(r,-) for all j , and dxp(rl), 
meaningg dxp{ri)j  = dxp3{Yi) for all j . For the remaining particle states we assume 
thee dynamics to be of the form 

00 = G^t.u^pir^.dspir^.dypir,)). i = Nd + 1 N. (6.6) 

Wee will assume that the function G, in equation (6.6). i.e.. only for / = Nd -+-
1 . . . .,, N, can be decomposed in a function for the position, G*\ and a function for 
thee s-part. Gf. of the form 

G*u—)=(Gf((..,P(rS;Ïr i),V(r i)))-- < = ^  + ' * ™ 
inn such a way that, using these, the r,; and Sj are uniquely solvable from equation (6.6) 
iff  the time t and fields pj are given. 

Abstractt  formulatio n Let us, before proceeding, for convenience first, define the 
indexx sets of the dynamic fields, 3d ~ { 1 , . . . , Aid), static (dynamic) fields, Js = 
{Aid{Aid + 1 AI}. dynamic states. Id = {1 Ar^} . and static (dynamic) states, 
IIHH — {J\Td -j- 1, . .. ,7V}. The equations (6.2)-(6.6) together constitute the dynamical 
systemm behind the model that can be written in the form 

ii  = f{t,z,y) z(0) = z0 

withh (6.8) 
00 = g(t.z.y) y ( 0 ) = yo . 

Here,, the z is composed of the dynamic fields and states, i.e.. the fields pj for j £ Jd 
andd the states ut for / £ Id. and therefore consists of a selection of components of the 
totall  model state x in (6.1). Likewise, the vector y is composed of the static fields and 
states,, i.e.. the fields p3 for j £ Js and the states u; for i G 7S, forming the remaining 
partt of the model state x. The initial condition consisting of the vectors Zo and yo 
hass to be chosen in such a way that it obeys <?(0.zo,yo) = 0. 

Thee dynamical system (6.8) can be turned into a 'lower-dimensional' system for 
zz only, if we assume that for given values of z and t we can solve y uniquely from 
g(t.z.y)g(t.z.y) = 0. This yields y as a function of / and z. y = h(t.z). resulting in the 
system m 

zz = f{t.z.h{t.z)) with z(0) = z0. (6.9) 
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Wee will now examine equation g(t. z.y) = 0 in more detail. Here, the vector z is 
composedd of the dynamic fields and states, i.e., pj with j 6 Jd and û  with i € Id-
Assumingg that these and the time t are given, solving y from g(t,z.y) = 0 comes 
downn to solving the static fields and states from 

00 = LjPj + ^2 aji( si)Tr tS. j € Jg. 
iei=i„ui,iei=i„ui,  ( 6 1 0) 

00 = Gi(t.ui.p(ri),dxp{r i),dyp{r i)y i e I8. 

Inn the case where we use the general functions Gt we have to solve this full system, 
whichh is nonlinear and infinite-dimensional. Using Newton iteration is a possibility, 
butt one that requires solving elliptic equations every iteration step. An appealing 
alternativee exists if we use the extra assumption that the functions Gt are of the 
speciall  form (6.7). We can then turn the system into a finite-dimensional system for 
whichh we do not have to solve elliptic equations for every iteration step, but we have 
too do it only once. 

Too this end we first eliminate the elliptic equations from the system (6.10). Using 
these,, the fields p3 can be expressed in the Sj and r̂  by writing 

PjPj = ~ ^2 Vjk(sk)LJlTrkS, j eJs =>  p{ri) = -diag([<r(s)][S(f,rz)]) . 
fee/du/, fee/du/, 

(6.11) ) 
Here,, the operators L,1, that commute with the scalars a3k- denote the inverse op-
eratorss of Lj with respect to the boundary conditions (6.2). The s and f denote 
thee vector (s \̂ . . .. s ^ )T and ( r^ \ . . .. r ^ ) T , respectively, while the matrices a and S 
aree defined by [cr(s)]jk = Cjk(sk) and [Sfr.rjj/cj = (L~1TrkS)(ri), respectively. The 
functionn diag(-) is defined to return the diagonal vector of its argument. Defining the 
matrixx Ŝ  by [Sx(f, Ti)]kj — 9x(L~1Trk.S)(ri) yields a similar expression for dxp(rz) 
withh S replaced with Sx . while a similar definition of Sy results in a similar expression 
forr dyp{Yi). 

Thee second equation in system (6.10) can now be written as 

00 = Gi (*,(r i ,s0,-diag([<T(8)][S(f,ri )]),-diag([o-(s)][Sr(f,r i )]) , 

-diag([CT(s)][S,(f,r,)])),, / e / s . (6.12) 

wheree we wrote the state û  as (r;,Si). In doing this we have replaced the infinite-
dimensionall  system (6.10) with the finite-dimensional system (6.12). where the s and 
thee f are composed of all the S; and rl, respectively (i E Is U Jd), but only the 
staticc Si. Ti are the unknowns. Although the resulting system (6.12) is essentially 
finite-dimensional,finite-dimensional, applying Newton iteration requires solving elliptic equations each 
iterationn step, needed for evaluation of the matrices S. Sx and Sy. However, if the G{ 
aree of the form (6.7). the system decouples. It is then possible to solve the static r; 
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firstt using the functions G'-. Afterwards, all r, are known and elliptic equations have 
too be solved To find the S. S., and Sy . Finally. Newton iteration is used to solve 

00 = G*( f .s l - . -c l iag( [<r(s) ] [S] ) . -d iag( [ t r (sJ] [SJ. ] ) . -d iag( [<r(s) ] [St f ] ) ) . / e ƒ,. 

forr the static .s,-, where we left out the arguments of the matrices S, S,r and Sy . 

6.33 Numerical methods in AGTools 

Inn This section we wil l go into the numerical machinery implemented in AGTools for 
approximatingg solutions of the systems (6.2) -(6.6). We wil l start with making some 
generall  remarks on the adopted approach for discretizing the model equations. 

Inn general there are two approaches for writing down full discretizations of time 
dependentt PDE systems. The most used one is called the Method of Lines (MOL) 
approachh and starts with a spatial discretization of the dependent fields and their dif-
feretiall  equations, turning the system in a large, but finite-dimensional ODE-system. 
calledd the semi-discrete system. Then a suitable time integrator is selected for the 
temporall  discretization to yield the fully discrete solution. 

A nn advantage of the MOL approach is that one can choose a suitable method 
fromm a large collection of t ime integration methods for ODEs that are available. The 
downside11 is that the semi-discrete systems might become very complicated due to 
thee presence of certain discretization- or interpolation operators. Direct application 
of.. for example Rosenbrock methods, which involve the evaluation of Jacobians. can 
becomee cumbersome or even impossible. 

Thee second approach is the so-called Rothe approach [39]. Instead of first choosing 
aa spatial discretization it starts by selecting a time integration method. This wil l 
resultt in a sequence of PDEs in t ime containing only spatial derivatives (boundary 
valuee problems). In this approach the PDEs are often stated as an abstract, ODE in a 
certainn Banach space making that the analysis of the used time integration methods 
movess to the realm of functional analysis and therefore becomes much more difficul t 

Thee harder analysis however is accompanied by a number of advantages. First, the 
approachh seems to have a cleaner appearance, not having to deal with difficul t ODEs 
withh discontinuities that are the result of spatial discretizations, but instead with 
ellipticc equations coupled to algebraic equations, where everything is still smooth 
fromm spatial perspective. Second, it allows for nice error estimators, as is clearly 
describedd and il lustrated by Lang [31]. 

Wee wil l adopt here the Rothe approach and not consider any functional analytic 
aspects,, but take the practical approach in which we assume that our t ime integration 
methodss work well for our cases, i.e.. do not display any instability behavior. 

Timee integration 

Wit hh respect to the time integration it is of importance that system (6.2) (6.6) con-
sistss of stiff and non-stiff parts. The diffusion in the field equations gives rise to 
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stiffness,, while the nonlinear state equations are not necessarily stiff. For the time 
integrationn of stiff equations we would like to use an implicit method, but using such 
aa method becomes very complicated for the system at hand and is not really suitable 
forr the non-stiff part as well. 

IME XX scheme A class of schemes that seems to be appropriate here, is the class 
off  IMEX (IMplicit/EXplicit ) schemes. Such schemes can be applied to dynamical 
systemss of the form z = F\(t.z) + i^ft .z). One part of the vectorfield F\ + F2, 
sayy F], is treated implicitly by the scheme, while the other, i.e.. F2. is treated ex-
plicitly .. Different IMEX schemes have been developed, under which there are the 
popularr IMEX-BDF schemes that are of multistep type [26]. We. however, will use a 
Runge-Kuttaa IMEX scheme, because we prefer to work with one-step methods. Es-
peciallyy when working with spatial adaptivity, implementation of multistep methods 
cann become very complicated due to the fact that every time level has its own spatial 
discretization. . 

Wee will use an IMEX-midpoint scheme, which can be seen to be a combination of 
ann implicit and an explicit midpoint step, and is given by 

zzss = zn + | rF i ( fn + \r,zs) + 2( i n. z„), 
// . x (6.13) 

z„+ii  = 2z.s - zn + T[F2(tn + ir,z.,) - F2{tn.zn)y 

wheree the s in zs refers to the intermediate stage. This is a second order time 
integrationn method and the implicit part, i.e., the implicit midpoint method, is A-
stable.. Also, using this scheme for the systems at hand never revealed any stability 
problems. . 

Applicatio nn of (6.13) In the application of this method to the system (6.2)-(6.6), 
wee use the representation (6.8) and choose the implicit and explicit parts as shown in 

N N 

OOttpjpj = Ljpj + ^2(Tji{Si)TriS. j £ Jd, 

ddttUi=Ui=  0 + Gl(t,ul.p{r,).dxp(rl).dyp{r i)). i E Id. 

wheree these systems only represents the first equation of (6.8). Application of the 
IMEX-midpointt scheme leads then to the following solution process. 

Startingg at the beginning of a time step with values p" for all j and u^ for all i. 
thee first equation of (6.13) for our system reads 

.v v 
(ƒƒ - \TLJ)P) = p] + \TY;°3iW)Tr';S. j E Jd. (6.14) 

J - I I 

u^ufu^uf + ^rG?. i£ld. (6.15) 
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wheree G\l = G?(tn. u?.pn(r?), dxp
n{r?). dyp

n{r?)). Equations (6.14) and (6.15) 
aree used to determine the dynamic fields pj and states uf. for j G Jj and i € Id, 
respectively.. For evaluation of the static fields p3 and states ut. for j E Js and i E Is. 
thee second equation of (6.8). which takes the form of (6.10). will be used and reads 

00 = Ljpsj+  Y, °ji(sSi)TrrS. jeJs. (6.16) 

00 = Gi(tn + s(rr).dxp
s(rr).dyp*(rr)).  i <E / ,. (6.17) 

Therefore,, to determine the intermediate stage values, elliptic equations for the fields 
havee to be solved for every field. For the dynamic fields these are equations (6.14) 
andd for the static fields these are (6.16) and thus part of a larger system that can be 
solvedd using the method described at the end of Section 6.2. 

Havingg all fields and states of the intermediate stage determined this way. we turn 
too the second equation of (6.13). which reads for our system 

22f>jf>j  ~ Pn3 + T E {°ji(*ï)Tr;S  - ari(s?)Tr,,S) , j € Jd, (6.18) 

< + T G * .. i£ld. (6.19) 

wheree G? is defined similarly as Gf and the upper index s refers to the intermediate 
stage.. After using equations (6.18) and (6.19) for solving the dynamic fields p™+l 

andd states u-l+ 1 we once more have to solve a system similar to (6.16) and (6.17). 
Therefore,, the whole time stepping procedure amounts to solving one system of linear 
ellipticc equations (6.14) and two systems of the form (6.16) and (6.17). 

Spatiall  discretization 

Forr solving the field equations we use an unstructured (meshfree like) approach based 
onn an arbitrary set of nodes in the domain. This approach facilitates dealing with 
complexx domains, refinement and adaptivity: the latter is needed in cases where we 
havee moving sources with small support. A thorough description of the method can 
bee found in ([29]. Chapter 4). We will briefly outline it here. 

Functionn approximation Given function values on the nodes, we use a local least-
squaress approximation technique to determine for every node a second-order multi-
nomiall  as a local approximation of the function around that node. For this we use 
thee function values on a number of neighboring nodes. Because every second-order 
multinomiall  can be written as the linear combination of six basis functions, we must 
choosee at least five neighbors for every node to determine such an approximating 
multinomial. . 

Withh this procedure a set of function values is mapped onto a set of local approxi-
mationss around every node. If we assign to every node a part of the domain for which 

.»» + i 

u" + 11 = 
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wee assume the local approximation to be valid, such that the whole domain is covered, 
thiss results in a global approximation. Let Nn denote the number of nodes, then for a 
givenn set of function values in a vector w G RA" . we denote the global approximation 
byy Fapp{w ) E Z-i(fi) , where Li(fi ) is the space of integrable real functions defined on 
fic»fic»22. . 

Voronoii  diagrams For choosing neighboring nodes of nodes, as well as for assigning 
partss of the domain to the nodes, we use the Voronoi diagram [11]. It assigns to every 
nodee a Voronoi cell, which is the set of points closer to the node than to every other 
node,, hence dividing the domain and at the same time creating neighbors in a natural 
way.. Because a Voronoi diagram extends to all of R2, we will truncate it by connecting 
thee nodes on the boundary by straight lines, resulting in a bounded diagram. From 
noww on all our diagrams will be truncated ones, but we will still refer to them as 
Voronoii  diagrams. Determination of such a diagram can be done in Ö (Nn \og(Nn)) 
operations,, where Nn is the number of nodes [7], We store the diagram in a totally 
disconnectedd edge list [7], so that searching neighboring nodes for every node becomes 
aa process of O (Nn) operations. 

Variationa ll  problem The stage equations (6.14) are of the form (aA — 0)p+fTus — 
0,, with a = \rdj > 0, /3 = 1 + \rkj > 0, / r hs given by the right hand side of (6.14), 
andd the unkown psj replaced with p. Solving such equations can be done by solving 
thee variational problem of minimizing Av&r(w, w) - L âr(S, w) over w e H1 (Q) [2, 29], 
where e 

AAvarvar{v,w)={v,w)= / \aVv  V iu+ \fivwdx, L v a r( / r h s,
 w) = / frhswdx. 

JnJn Jn 

AA direct discretization of this problem is to minimize 

^ v a r ( i ?a p p ( w ) . Fa p p( w ) )) - L v a r ( / r h s, F a p p ( w ) ) , 

forr all w e RN. After replacement of /rhs with an approximation Fapp(f rhs)- where 
frhss is the vector of node values of /rhs, it can be shown ([29], Chapter 4) that sparse 
matricess AVAr and LVSLT exist such that 

1 1 
-w T A v a rww = A v a r(Fa p p(w),Fa p p(w)) , 

f r L L v a rWW = £ v a r ( ^ a p p ( f r h » ) ^ aPp ( w ) ) . 

Iff  A is non-singular the discrete problem has a unique solution w = /l^Lvarfrhs-
Withh the algorithm for finding the Voronoi diagram comes a lexicographical ordering 
off  the nodes that will give the sparse matrices a band structure, which is advantageous 
whenn solving the system directly using an LU-decomposition. 

Convergencee tests show that the numerical solution is 2nd-order convergent in the 
I 2-norm,, with respect to the maximum distance between neighboring nodes ([29]. 
Chapterr 4). 

file:///fivwdx
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Choosingg nodes To distribute nodes appropriately over a domain we make use of 
Lloyd'ss algorithm [10]. This algorithm is based upon the determination of Voronoi 
diagramss and the process of shifting nodes to centroids of Voronoi cells. An alternating 
sequencee of these two operations distributes the nodes equally over the domain, in 
thee sense that distances between neighbors will tend to become equal throughout 
thee diagram. To achieve refinement at certain points, we use a variation of Lloyd's 
algorithm.. Here, after shifting the nodes to their centroids. an extra shift in the 
directionn of neighboring nodes is added. To determine for a particular node which of 
itss neighbors are attracting it. all nodes are given an integer type. Nodes will then be 
attractedd to the neighbors with higher type than their own type. To get refinement 
aroundd a certain point in the domain, a node is fixed at that point and several rings 
off  decreasing node type are defined around it. The extended Lloyd's algorithm then 
movess nodes around, which results in a refinement around the fixed node. 

6.44 Introduction to Kardos 

Inn short. Kardos [31] is a software package that can be used to approximate solutions 
off  systems of nonlinear parabolic equations. Its main features are that it follows the 
Rothee approach using Rosenbrock-type time integration methods and multilevel finite 
elementt methods. It makes use of a posteriori error estimates for local refinement and 
adaptivityy in space and time. We will now consider both the used Rosenbrock methods 
andd finite elements methods in some detail. 

Rosenbrock-typee time integration 

Wee first consider Rosenbrock schemes in general for a system z = F(t.z) in W". 
seee [20. 31. 26]. The scheme determines from zn given at time level tn. z„  + ] at time 
levell  tn + i = t„  + T. To accomplish this it uses .s stage vectors k,. /' = 1 .s. and 
coupledd to that the arguments zni. used for function evaluation. To write down the 
schemee we use the following notation, which results in a compact way of writing the 
Rosenbrockk formulas (different from [20. 31. 26]): 

K„K„  = [ki . .. ks]  . Zns = [z„ i . .. z„,.] . ttlll  = [t„i  . .. tnfl]  e Rs. 

FFnsns==  [F(tn].zul)...F(tn,.zlts)}. 1 = [ l . . . l ] 7 ' e K 9 . 

Notee that Ks. Zns and Fns are matrices in MmXs. The Rosenbrock method is com-
pletelyy defined by the ,s x ,s coefficient matrices A (strictly lower triangular) and 
rr (lower triangular), here the latter having every diagonal entry equal to " . and the 
.s-dimensionall  coefficient vector b. The scheme reads then 

KKHH = F„ 8 + T[DZF]KJT + T[dfF}(Tl)T. Z„,  - u„l r + TKSA
T. 

znn + i - z„  +rK sb. tTltl = tnl + TAl. 
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wheree [DZF]  denotes the Jacobian matrix at ( rn.zn) . Likewise, [dtF]  denotes the 
partiall  derivative at (tn,zn) with respect to time t. Because of the fact that the 
matrixx T is lower triangular we can solve successively for the columns of Ks, i.e., the 
stagess kj . 

However,, it has turned out that we can avoid a number of matrix-vector multi-
plicationss if we work with stages defined by the columns of the matrix Zs = rKsT

T', 
ass is well-known. The resulting system is then 

\Z\ZSSY~Y~TT = Fns + [DZF]ZS +r[d tF](Tl)T. Zns = unl
T + Za{AT' 1\T 1\T 

ttnnl+TAl, l+TAl, 
(6.20) ) 

zn +11 = zn + ZS(T
 Tb), tr 

inn which we will denote the columns of the new stage matrix Zs by zS|. Again the 
columnss can be solved successively after rewriting the equation for the matrix Zs as 

 Z8 = Fns - \ZS ( r - 1 - l-l)T + r{dtF}(Tl)T, 

wheree (T^1 — ^ /) and (^4r_1) are strictly lower triangular matrices. Therefore, 
withh et the vector with the ith component equal to one and zero otherwise, we have 
forr all the stages z^ = Zsei the system 

zznini = zn + Za(ef Ar-r)T, tni = tn + r (ef Al), (6.21) 

, )) - \ZS (ef ( r - 1 - I / ) ) T + r[d tF]  (efTlf . 

(6.22) ) 

Inn Kardos actually a more sophisticated Rosenbrock method is being used, which 
cann handle more general systems H(t,z)z = F(t,z). However, the resulting method 
wil ll  be equivalent to (6.20) for our system z = F( i ,z). Therefore we do not describe 
thiss method here. 

zzF})zF})zslsl = F(tr 

Example:: ROS2 As an example consider the 2nd-order method ROS2 [26] defined 
by y 

A A 00 0 
11 0 

1 1 bb = m m 
2 2 
i i 
2 2 

(6.23) ) 

whichh is L-stable for 7 — 1  | \/2. It is also a so-called W-method, meaning it is still 
off  2nd-order when using arbitrary approximations of the Jacobians [DZF]  and [dtF\. 
Wee will apply (6.23) as a W-method in Section 6.5. The stage equations from (6.21) 
andd (6.22) combined with the time step equation for zn + i in (6.20) yield the scheme 

z«i i 

Zrz2 2 

Zn -- <-nl — tn . 

( ^ // - [D tF]}  z.sl = F(tnl.znl) + r^dtF], 

zT11 + ^zs l . tn2 = tn+r, 

( ^ // - [D,F]) zs2 = F(tn2.zn2) - al - T>)\dtF]. 

A, , 
2 - f ' ' 

Zn+11 = Z„  + ^-Zai + è zs 2 ' 
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Multi levell  finite elements 

Too solve the system of linear elliptic boundary problems (6.22) Kardos utilizes a 
multilevell  finite element method. Its main idea is to replace the solution space by 
aa sequence of discrete spaces that have successively increasing dimensions yielding 
improvingg approximations of the solution. 

Assumee there exist an admissible finite element mesh Th at t = tn and an asso-
ciatedd finite dimensional space Sh consisting of all continuous functions (j) that are 
polynomialss of order q when restricted to an arbitrary element T G Tfx. The standard 
Galerkinn finite element approximation satisfies the equation 

(LnzJi 55 0) = (rni, d>) for all 0 e Sh. (6.24) 

Heree Ln is the weak representation of the differential operator -^-1 — [DZF]  on the 
left-hand-sidee in (6.22) and rni stands for the entire right-hand-side in (6.22). Since 
thee operator Ln is independent of the stages i its calculation is required only once 
withinn each time step. 

Stabilizationn To overcome the well-known inconvenience that the solutions zsi may 
sufferr from numerical oscillations caused by dominating convective terms, Kardos uses 
aa stabilized discretization by adding locally weighted residuals, resulting in 

(L(Lnnzzhh
ai1ai1d>)+d>)+  Y, {Ln*

h
slM4>))T - (rnt̂ )+ Y. (rh

sl,w(é))T (6.25) 
T£TT£Thh T£_Th 

forr all (j>  e Sh- Here w(4>) is defined with respect to the operator Ln. Two impor-
tantt classes of stabilized methods are the streamline diffusion and the more general 
Galerkin/least-squaress finite element method, both of which can be chosen in Kardos. 

AA posteriori error  estimates A posteriori error estimates provide the appropriate 
frameworkk to determine where a mesh refinement is necessary and where degrees of 
freedomm are no longer needed. 

Afterr computing the approximate intermediate values z^ a posteriori error esti-
matess can be used to provide specific assessment of the error distribution. Considering 
aa hierarchical decomposition 

Sl+Sl+11=S=Sqq
hh®Z®Zqq

hh
+1+1 (6.26) 

wheree Z^+ is the subspace that corresponds to the span of all additional basis func-
tionss needed to extend the space S  ̂ to higher order, an attractive idea of an efficient 
errorr estimation is to bound the spatial error by evaluating its components in the 
spacee Zq

h  ̂ only. This technique, which is known as hierarchical error estimation, 
hass been carried over to time-dependent nonlinear problems in [31]. Defining an a 
posteriorii  error estimator E l̂+1 <G Z  ̂ by 

.s s 
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withh £"''0 approximating the projection error of the initial value uu in Z^+ and E^ 
estimatingg the spatial error of the intermediate value z£,-, the local spatial error for a 
finitee element T E 7), can be estimated by Ï]T = \\Ef

r
l
l + 1\\r- The error estimator E'r'l + l 

iss computed by linear systems which can be derived from (6.25). 
Forr practical computations the spatially global calculation of E„ +1 is normally 

approximatedd by a small element-by-element calculation. This leads to an efficient 
algorithmm for computing a posteriori error estimates which can be used to determine 
ann adaptive strategy to improve the accuracy of the numerical approximation where 
needed.. A rigorous a posteriori error analysis for a Rosenbrock-Galerkin finite element 
methodd applied to nonlinear parabolic systems is given in [31]. 

Refinementt  In order to produce a nearly optimal mesh, those finite elements T 
havingg an error i]r  larger than a certain threshold are refined. After the refinement 
improvedd finite element solutions z^ defined by (6.25) are computed. The whole 
proceduree solve-esthnate-refine is applied several times until a prescribed spatial tol-
erancee ||£^+,|| < TOL.r is reached. To maintain the nesting property of the finite 
elementt subspaces coarsening takes place only after an accepted time step before 
startingg the multilevel process at a new time. Regions of small errors are identified 
byy their //-values. 

Linearr  systems The linear systems that arise in the Galerkin procedure Kardos 
cann be solved by direct or iterative methods. The user can choose from a collection of 
methods,, like for example the direct solver MA28 and the iterative solver BiCGStab 
withh ILU-preconditioning. 

6.55 Application of Rosenbrock methods 

Becausee Kardos works with Rosenbrock-type time integration methods, we want to 
examinee whether we can easily apply such methods to the system (6.8). Here, we will 
assumee that Dyg(t. z.y) is invertible and that therefore we can consider the reduced 
systemm (6.9) instead of (6.8). The Rosenbrock methods are directly applicable to this 
reducedd system. 

Settingg F(t. z) = f(t. z. h(t. z)) and differentiating the function F and the equation 
00 — g(t.z.h(t.z)) with respect to z and t gives the expressions 

DDZZFF = DJ - Dyf(Dyg)-lD2g. dtF = dtf - Dyf{Dyg)-ldtg. 

Directt application of the Rosenbrock scheme (6.20) gives therefore for the stage ma-
trixx Zs the equation 

ZZSSY~Y~!! = Fn , + DJDJ - Dyf(Dyg)-lDzg\zs +r\d tf - Dyf(Dyg)-ldtg~\(Tl 

Inn a finite-dimensional setting solving this equation every stage could be done be-
causee the matrix {Dyg)~] can be calculated exactly. Here, in the infinite-dimensional 
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settingg we do not have an explicit form of this inverse and we therefore introduce an 
additionall  stage matrix Ys and replace the system by the equivalent system 

sr - TT = Fns + [Dzf]Zs + [Dyf]Ys +  T[dt f](Tl)T 

[D[D yyg)Yg)Yss = -[Dzg)Z^r[dtg}(ri) T. 

whichh does not involve the inverse operator (Dyg)~l explicitly. 'Column-wise" solving 
requiress that we rewrite this as 

 ~ [D,f])  Zs - [Dyf}Ys = Fns - l-Zs ( r - 1 - l-l)T + r[d tf](Tl)T. 

-[D,g]Z-[D,g]Z aa - [Dyg}Ys = r[d tg\{T\)T. 

Forr a single time step the following has to be done. At the beginning of a step the 
linearr operators Dzf. Dyf. Dzg. Dyg. dtf and dtg. at time level r? have to be solved. 
Duringg every stage first the vectors z„j and y m from 

ttnini = tn+ r(ejAl). zm = un + Zs(ejAT-l)7\ 0 = g(tn>.zm,yni). (6.28) 

havee to be solved. The stage is completed by solving the vectors zSJ = Z,se,; and 
yysisi = Zsez from 

rr  l I-DJI-DJ -Dyf 
-D-Dzzgg ~Dyg 

f{tf{t ulul.x.xnini.y.ynini)) - \ZsC
Tel +T~fi[d tf} 

,, - . n n , - (C.29) 

wheree we defined C — T l — -I and ji  = ( r i ) T e; . After the last stage the values on 
timee level n + 1 are obtained by solving 

ttnn+i+i  =tn+T. zn +1 =zn + Z s( r ~ r b ) . O = 0( fn + i . zn + i . y „+ i ) . (6.30) 

Wee will nowr focus on solving the stage system (6.29). This system contains lin-
earr operators like Duf which are represented by Jacobian matrices in the finite-
dimensionall  case, but here we have to consider them as the more general Fréchet 
derivatives.. For example, the Fréchet derivative of ƒ with respect to z denoted 
byy [Dxf(t. z.y)] is defined through 

[£>,ƒ(«,, z,y)]v= A / ( f i Z + £ V,y ; 
(le(le e=0 

forr all variation vectors v that live in the same space as z. 

Examplee system To prevent from immediately getting lost in complex formulae 
whenn applying this definition to the functions ƒ and g in our general system (6.8). we 
wil ll  first consider an example system that is relatively simple. This system contains 
onlyy a dynamic part z, with the dynamics given by ƒ, and lacks the static part y and 
accompanyingg algebraic equations, given by the function g. Further it consists of one 
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fieldd p and one state u = ( r r . sr ) T only and is not explicitly time dependent. The 
abstractt ODE is then given by 

dtdt \ u 
== F(p,u), F(p.u) 

LpLp + a(s)TrS 
G(r.&.G(r.&.  p(r).dxp(r).dyp(r))J ' 

(6.3i; ; 

Thee Fréchet derivative applied to a variation vector (77. v). with v = (pT . q r ) T , is 
definedd by ^ ƒ (p + ejy\u + ev)|e=() and reads for the first component 

i«<-i«<- Li]Li]  - a(s) [OxTrS dyTrS] p + ([Dcr(s)]q)rr5 

Lr]Lr]  + a(s)da(s)dxxTTrrSS -a(s)dyTrS {[Da{s)])T rS 

andd for the second component 

dd „  , 

(6.32) ) 

dt dt 
e = 0 0 

[D[D rrGG DSG] (£j + (DPG) ([DxP]p + ,,(r)) 

++  (DPTG)([Dx(dxp)]p + (dxri)(T)) 

++  (DfivG)([Dx(dyp)]p+{d yri)(TJ) 

(( (DPG) Pr + (DPJ,G) Pr3x + (DPvG) Prdyyn + 

[D[D FFG]G] + (DPG) [DxP]  + (DPxG) \Dx{dxp)\ 

++  (DPuG)[Dx{dyp)] D«G D«G 

(6.33) ) 
Notee that Fx and F2 denote here the vectorial components of F while in the IMEX 
schemee (6.13) they denote terms that sum up to F. The linear operator Pr used 
inn the second component, is the 'point evaluation "-operator defined by Prr/ — 7/(r) 
forr arbitrary fields 77. We use it here because it enables us to write down the linear 
systemss that arise during the Rosenbrock stages (6.29) in a form that is analogous to 
thee matrix notation of finite-dimensional linear equation systems. 

Forr our example function the linear stage system (6.29) lacks the static compo-
nentss y and the second equation, and is therefore of the form 

—— I-\DF(p.u) QQ . »„,-)-iI>« („J- (6-34) 
withh (77. v) denoting {psl. u.S7) and c,, the entries of C. This can be written as 

- a R.. - axPrdr - &yp&ypYYddvv
(6.3.r r 
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wheree the matrices S and A and the vectors a, ax and ay are implicitly defined by 
equationss (6.32) and (6.33). and (Q. w) is given by the right hand side of (6.34). 

Forr convenience we will define L — L - ~I and A — A — -^1. The linear 
systemm (6.35) can be solved by first expressing the field as a linear combination of the 
statee components, resulting in 

77== -(L-la)-{L-lS]v 

-(L--(L-lla)(r)-[(L-a)(r)-[(L- llS)(r)]v, S)(r)]v, 

- ^ ( Z - ' a H r J - P x t L ^ S X r H v,, (6.36) 

-- dy(L-la)(r) - [dyiL-'S)^)^. 

Here,, S is a (1 x 7?)-matrix (77 = dim(u)) of fields and the notation L _ 1S stands for 
[ Z _ 15 nn . .. L^Sin]- Evaluation of this vector in r is defined to be component-
wisee evaluation in r. Using these equations we can derive the following finite-dimen-
sionall  system for the vector (f](r).dxT}(T).dyr}(r).v), 

"II  0 0 [(L^SXr) ] ' 
00 1 0 [dAL-'s)^)] 
00 0 1 [dy(L-lS)(r)] 
aa a1 ay A 

(( V(r) \ 
ddxxri{r) ri{r) 
ddyyr]{r) r]{r) 

VV v ) 

(( L-la(r) 
dAL-'a)^) dAL-'a)^) 
dy(L-dy(L-lla)(r) a)(r) 

\\ w 

(6.37) ) 

Thee solution of this system gives the solutions of the fields through (6.36). 

Generall  case This procedure can be generalized to the general case where the 
linearr equation (6.29) takes the form 

VNPrs) VNPrs) 
+ + 

L L 

VVXXP P 

y§y§pprrNN. . 

ddxx + 

(V?Pr (V?Pr 

\VRPr \VRPr 

-- -

V V 

V V 

== — 

rr  -1 

a a 

w w 
LL  -1 

(6.38) ) 

Equationn (6.38) contains the following elements 

 The diagonal operator L = diag (() L\,..., LA/) , with L3 = L3 for the static 
fieldss j e Js and L3 = L3 - ^1. for the dynamic fields j e 3d-

 The diagonal matrix A = diag(()>ïi. AN) with At = A, for the static 
statess i e Is and At = A, - ^ / , for the dynamic fields i G Id- and 

Ai Ai DDppGi][DGi][D xxp]p]  + [D0rPGi][D x(dxp)) + [DöyPGi}[D x(dyp)]\ [DBlGi 

(6.39 9 

file:///VRPr
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 The full matrix S composed of M x Ar blocks SJt, with dimensions (1 x dim(u,-)). 
definedd bv 

SjiSji = - ajiMiTr&S) - <7ji (s1-)(Tr,ai/5) [Da^W^S) (6.40) ) 

 The vector [a. w] T given by the right hand side of (6.29). where the components 
havee been reordered such that the fields are on top. 

 The matrices Vj. Vf and V? are given by 

VVtt = [DPG{]  . Vf = [DdjrPGi]  . VfVf = [D0yPGA . (6.4i; ; 

Thee unknown dynamic components zsi (fields and states) and the unknown static 
componentss ys; (fields and states) are denoted by the fields rjj  and states vz. Com-
paredd with equation (6.29) the components are reordered, putting the fields before 
thee states as in the original ordering in the model state x of (6.1). 

Systemm (6.38) can be solved in a way completely analogous to solving system (6.35). 
Expressingg the T]J in the V;. using the first AI equations results in 

r,j=r,j=  - ( Z ; 1 ^ ) - ^ } ! - 1 ^ => rj=  - ( Z - ^ J - f Z - ^ l v . 

suchh that for all k 

r?(rfc)== - ( Z ^ a J f r O - l Z - ' S f r f c JK 

ddxxr,(rk)r,(rk) = ~ ^ ( Z ^ a X r * ) - [ ^ (Z^SHrOJv. 

ddyyrj(rrj(r kk)) - -dy(L-la){Tk) - [dy{L- lS)(vk)]v. 

Wee now define the vectors 

(6.42) ) 

(6.43) ) 

f]f]  = 

'v 'v ( r i ) " " 

MMTTN). N). 

fifi xx = 

'O'Oxxrj{ri)' rj{ri)' 

ppxxrj{rrj{r NN)_ )_ 
 ^y = 

alll  elements of KA/;vand the (MN x dim(v))-matrices 

SS = 

[ [ ^ ^ ( r i ) ] " " 

. [Z^Sfr*) ] . . 

.. sx = 
r[Öx(Z-1S)(r1)] l l 

Jc>.r(Z-1S)(rA0]. . 

Syy — 

thee MAf-dimensional vectors 

aa = 

' [ Z - ^ f r O ] --

.[Z- ] Q(rA A )]J J 
ototxx = 

--

lm lm L-L-lla)(ra)(ry y O]] ] 
 °Ly 

\dy \dy vM' vM' 

ddyy7t(r7t(rNN)_ )_ 

- [ ^ ( Z ^ S X n ) ] ! ! 

_[dy(L-_[dy(L-llS)(rS)(rNN)L )L 

= = 

'[dAl-'a)^)] '[dAl-'a)^)] 

.[Oy(L-.[Oy(L-" 1a)(r r vj] ] 

(6.44) ) 

(6.45) ) 

(6.46) ) 
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andd the block-diagonal matrices V = diag (() \\ V'v). V',r = (Hag (() V{ V'v') 
andd Vy = diag (() \\y Vy). Using these definitions, the analog of system (6.37) 
forr the general case, is 

hrx hrx 

V V 

IM\ IM\ 

VVs s 

LMN LMN 

yy yy 

Ax Ax 

S S 

s, , 

Ay Ay 

Concluding,, every time step s linear stage1 systems (6.29). which are of the form (6.38). 
havee to be solved, all of which have the same linear operator. Solving such a system 
requiress a reformulation (6.42) and (6.47). As the matrix in the linear system (6.47) 
consistss only of elements of the original operator (6.38). its construction is also needed 
oncee per time step only. 

Thee most expensive part of the construction of the matrix in (6.38) is evaluation 
off  the matrices S, ST and Sy through equations (6.45). For these, elliptic: equations 
havee to be solved, whereas evaluation of the matrices V. Vx. Vy. and A\....A\' 
doesn'tt require the solution of PDEs. From the perspective of efficiency it would by 
advantageouss if the evaluation of S. Ŝ  and Sy could be omitted. 

Whenn using a member of a subclass of R.osenbrock methods, called the W-rneth-
odss [26], we can retain order of consistency, while using approximations of the Jacobian 
operatorss instead of the exact Jacobian operators. In our case we could ignore S, 
SSxx and Sy and replace these operators by the zero operator. This is equivalent to 
replacingg the operator S with the zero operator in the stage syteni (6.38). This will 
greatlyy reduce the amount of work to be done. When applying the ROS2 method, 
whichh is also a W-method. in the next section, we will take this even an step furthei-
andd also replace the matrices V",. Vy'. Vyy and A with zero matrices. 

6.66 Comparison between Kardos and AGTools 

Inn this section we will examine how Kardos and AGTools can be used on a set of test 
problems.. We will start with some general aspects of using Kardos for simulation of 
thee systems at hand. 

Domainn definition For the definiton of the domains of the equations (6.3) and (6.4) 
AGToolss uses a set of closed paths of cubic Bézier curves [51]. A single path describes 
thee boundary and additional others can be used to specify holes. Using this technique 
onee can specify rather complex domains with relatively littl e points, while ensuring 
thatt the total boundary is C1. 

Ann example is shown in the left picture of Figure 6.1. The numbers along the 
axess do not have any physical meaning here and only provide a frame of reference. 

1 1 

Vs Vs 

% % 
V l l 

V.Y Y 

a a 

Ö ; ; 

« y y 

W ] ] 

W.v v 
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Thee control points that specify the Bézier curves are shown in Figure 6.2. The three 
pathss consist out of 4. 3 and 5 points, respectively. 

1000 200 300 400 

Figuree 6.1: Domain and nodes assigned to the boundary 

Outerr bound? 
(130,, 550)—(074, 481)—(208, 545)—(279, 485) (261, 548)—(251, 559)—(237, 574)—(251, 588) 
(279,, 485)-
(365,, 647)-
(211,, 729)-

Boundary y 
(273,, 658)-
(230,, 694)-
(280,, 713)-

-(350,, 425)—(412, 545)—(365, 647) 
-(317,, 749)—(303, 779)—(211, 729) 
-(119,, 679)—(185, 618)—(130, 550) 
holee 1: 
-(257,, 653)—(228, 666)—(230, 694) 
-(232,, 722)—(262, 728)—(280, 713) 
-(299,, 698)—(289, 663)—(273, 658) 

Boundaryy of hole 2: 

(251,, 588)—(265, 602)—(286, 600)—(302, 588) 
(302,, 588)—(318, 576)—(318, 563)—(319, 553) 
(319,, 553)—(320, 544)—(317, 522)—(306, 517) 
(306,, 517)—(295, 511)—(271, 537)—(261, 548) 

Figuree 6.2: The three Bézier paths making up the boundary. 

Wee cannot directly work with Bézier curves for the domain specification in Kardos. 
Thee domain has to be specified as a set of boundary nodes. Kardos then uses the 
softwaree package Triangle [41] to produce a Delaunay tr iangulation based on these 
givenn nodes. 

Too produce a set of boundary nodes based on the Bézier curves we tise the algo-
rithmm from Chapter 3 that takes into account the are-length as well as the curvature 
alongg a curve and use an equidistribution principle for the assignment of the nodes. 
Takingg 100 nodes and using the transformation (3.14) with a = 0.5. the algorithm 
producess the node set given in the right picture of Figure 6.1. This set is used in both 
Kardoss and AGTools. 

T r i a n g u l a t i onn Kardos uses Triangle to produce an initial tr iangulation of the do-
main.. It gives the possibility to specify the minimal angle that can occur inside a 
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trianglee or the maximal area of certain triangles. Further, one can add nodes in the 
interiorr to force the presence of certain vertices in the tr iangulation. More details 
aboutt the algorithm can be found in [41]. For the given domain and node set of 
Figuree 6.1 the resulting tr iangulation. produced by setting the minimal angle to 34°. 
iss shown in Figure 6.3. It consists of 384 points, 1038 edges and 653 triangles. 

Figuree 6.3: Triangulation determined by Kardos with minimal angle 34°. 

Duee to the very small support of the sources the discretization based on such a 
tr iangulationn wil l in general 'not see' the sources. For example, in the left picture of 
Figuree 6.4 a part of a tr iangulation is shown. The black dots are the actual points 
thatt are used in the FE discretization for calculation of integrals. The gray circle 
denotess the support of a source, which cannot be seen by the discretization. In such a 
situation,, start ing with a problem where the initial fields are zero. Kardos wil l never 
sensee the sources and. as a result, the fields wil l stay zero. If a source support contains 
integrationn points, Kardos wil l start refinement routines to resolve the source profile 
properly. . 

Usingg the fact that Triangle can incorporate specific vertices, the source locations 
mayy be incorporated, as in the middle picture of Figure 6.4. Still, this wil l not solve 
thee problem for very small supports. By adjusting also the cubature rules used by 
Kardoss to evaluate integrals, integration points can be forced to coincide with source 
locations.. See the right picture of Figure 6.4. A disadvantage is that in general 
thiss wil l result in less efficient cubature rules. For example, both cubature rules in 
Figuree 6.4 are of 5-th order of accuracy, while the old rule uses 7 points and the new 
rulee needs 10 points. 

Problemm 1: steady-state solutions 

Ourr first test problem is the most simple one and it wil l serve for the comparison of 
thee refinement capabilities of both methods. We wil l consider steady-state solutions 
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Figuree 6.4: (Left) Independent tr iangulation and source location. (Middle) Trian-
gulationn based on source locations. (Right) Cubature rule that that includes vertices 
off  triangles. 

off  a field, thus no time integration issues are involved. Let us first define the problem. 

Def in i t io nn We take the domain of Figure 6.1 and set a single source at loca-
tionn (207.568) without internal behaviour modelled by the s-part. We consider a 
singlee field p\ with diffusion coefficient d\ = 1.0, absorption coefficient k\ = 1.0c — 4 
andd a constant production rate a\ \ = 1.0. In this setting, the field solution approaches 
aa steady-state solution for t —» oc. which we wil l approximate using Kardos as well 
ass AGTools. The system we consider is simply 

00 = L\pi + a\iTr)S. on il. 

00 = n • Vpi, on 00.. 

207N N 

568, , 
0 0 

(6.48) ) 

r-2, , 

withh L\ = d\ A — k\. Although we deal here with a single field and a single s tate we 
persistt in using the subscript notations to stay as closely as possible to the notation 
off Equations (6.3)-(6.6). The source profile function S is defined by 

S(x) ) aW). . |x|| <L 

otherwise. . 
(6.49) ) 

dieree we take the radius of the source support t = 1. 

Solu t ionn by Kardo s As Kardos only handles time-dependent, parabolic equations, 
wee need to take some special actions to solve the steady-state equations. Because the 
steady-statee equations are essentially of linear nature (ignoring for the moment the 
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nonlinearityy incorporated through the coupling with the states), we can use the ROS1 
time-integrationn scheme [26]. Using this in combination with a single fixed time step. 
whilee adjusting diffusion and absorption coefficients with respect to the step size, will 
givee the solution. 

Too find the appropriate coefficients we consider first the linear ODE. w = .4w + s. 
wheree A is an arbitrary linear operator that is invertible. The steady-state solution 
iss equal to w , = —A _ 1s . Applying ROSl to an equation that has an adjusted 
operatorr .4. gives 

w„„ + i = w„ + (I — ryrA) r ( I w „ + s). 

Settingg n = 0. wo = 0. this gives W| = {(1/T)I — -. A) s, and also requiring w s = W| 
leadss to t he condition 

A=A= ll-A-A +

Inn the infinite-dimensional analog we have .4 = d\ — kl. resulting in 

I I 

orr instead of d and k we have to work with d = d/~; and k = k/~, — l/(r"f). 

Figuree G.5: (Left) Triangulation used by Kardos for representing the approximation 
off solution. It consists of 2539 points. 7396 edges and 4856 triangles. (Right) Solution 
representedd by 20 concentration level lines. 

Now,, for solving t he system we start with t he initial triangulation from Figure 6.3. 
Settingg the relative tolerance1 to Le—3, Kardos will produce a triangulation that is 
shownn in the left picture of Figure 6.5 and a solution of which a representation in 
levell lines is shown in the right picture of the same figure. 

Too reach this solution Kardos uses 4 steps of refinement. It subsequently deter
miness solutions based on triangulat ions with a number of points and an estimated 
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error,, as given in the following table. 

#Po in t s :: 384 496 679 1149 2539 
Estimatedd error: 1.373e-2 6.725e-3 2 .940e-3 1.244e-3 5.030e-4 

Solu t ionn by A G T o o l s For the solution by AGTools we use the same domain, given 
byy the 100 boundary points. We use 3 rings of at traction at the boundary and 11 
aroundd the source location and 2539 nodes in total. In Figure 6.6 the resulting node 
sett and the solution are displayed. Figure 6.7 shows in the left picture the underlying 
Vbronoii diagram with the used refinement rings at the boundary. In the right picture 
thee refinement rings around the source location are shown. 

KKII l ! , i : : . 00 ?-:.'; SiH! ('•(' -IOC 

Figuree 6.6: (Left) Node set used for the solution of Problem 1. (Right) The solution 
off Problem 1. 

C o m p a r i s o nn One of the main differences between the two approaches of Kardos 
andd AGTools is that in Kardos the selection of a discretization and the actual solving 
off the equation are coupled, while in AGTools this is not so. To retrieve a solution from 
Kardoss the required input is a certain error level. The program will then automatically 
generatee a suitable discretization and solution by repeatedly solving the equation, 
estimatingg the error and adapting the discretization, until the solution falls below tin1 

prescribedd error level. 
Usingg such an approach, the resulting triangulation will have a strong refinement 

aroundd the location of the sources and will be relatively coarse everywhere else. This 
iss due to the fact that the diffusion processes tend to give smooth solutions, which 
possesss their largest gradients near the locations of the sources. AGTools uses this 
informationn to produce, a priori, node sets that are suitable for the equations. 
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Figuree 6.7: (Left) Rings of at t ract ion at the boundaries. (Right) Rings of attraction 
aroundd the source location. 

AA comparison of the triangulation used by Kardos, Figure 6.5. and the node 
sett used by AGTools, Figure 6.7. shows that the refinement area of the node set 
seemss to be more regular than the one of the triangulation. In the latter a kind of 
irregularityy seems to be the result of the refinement technique used by Kardos. which 
splitss triangles using 'Red' and 'Green' refinement. See [31]. 

Forr a precise comparison of the errors of both solutions an exact solution or an 
approximationn with higher accuracy is needed. However, an easier, less accurate, 
wayy is to evaluate the AGTools solution in the vertices of the Kardos triangulation 
andd compare the result with the Kardos solution. Such an approach shows that the 
pointwisee difference of the two solutions away from the source location is about 0.1%, 
whilee the maximum, which is reached near the source location, is around 1%. 

Problemm 2: static sources 

Thee second problem we consider is a problem where the source's still do not move 
throughh the environment, but where, in contrast to the first problem, the fields are 
dynamicc and the sources possess extra behavior modelled by S| and S9. With this 
problemm we want to examine how to implement a combination of field equations and 
ODEss (DAEs) in Kardos. which is developed to deal with a system of PDEs only. 

Def in i t io nn The system consists of two fields and three states. Two of the states 
representt the two non-moving sources, one for each field. The third state models an 
objectt that moves according to the gradients it senses. For both sources the excretion 
ratee depends on the other field's concentration at the source its location. The domain 
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andd the diffusion and absorption coefficients are the same as in Problem 1. The 
equationss are 

dtpidtpi = L\P\ +<Ti i ( s i )T r iS, on O, 

ddttp2p2 = L2p2 + a22{s2)Tr.2S. on Q, 

00 = n • Vpi = n • Vp2- on OQ. 

o o 
568̂  ^ 
io~5 5 

r i i 

00 = 

\io--+\io--+ (P2(v1)y 
350 \ \ 
600,11 " 

Ml"!))4 4 

Si i 

I"2 2 

r 3 = A A 

\io-\io-55 + (p2(r1)y 

Vp i ( r 3 )) + V/o2(r3) 

S2 2 

|Vy91(r3)) + Vp2(r3 ; 

P i ( 0 , x ) = 0 , , 

p 2 (0 .x )) = 0. 

V x e f l l 

VxGf t t 

(6.50) ) 

r 3 (0)) = 
257 7 
618 8 

withh (Tn(si) = s i and 0"22(s2) = s2 . The 0 represents the three-dimensional vector 
withh all components equal to 0. Note that si and s 2 are scalars, despite being typeset 
inn boldface. 

Simu la t ionn w i t h A G T o o l s The results of a simulation with AGTools are shown in 
Figuree 6.8 and Figure 6.9. This simulation ran for a t ime T — 12e+4 and used 400 time 
stepss with the IMEX-midpoint scheme. The node set used for the discretization 
consistss of 3261 nodes and is shown in the right picture of Figure 6.9. In this case 
thee two fields share the same node set for simplicity. However, AGTools allows for 
thee fields to have their own node sets, which would be more efficient here. 

Inn the top panel of Figure 6.8 the evolution of the variables S\ and S2 is shown. 
Thesee variables represent the excretion rates of the two fields. The middle panel shows 
thee field values at the location of the sources. It can be clearly seen that these values 
aree driven by the values of si and S2. because they follow a similar pat tern. In turn, 
thee values of Si and s 2 are driven by the values of p2(r\) and p i f o ) , respectively, the 
latterr being shown in the bot tom panel of the figure. 

Ann intuitive description of the oscillation goes like this. At t = 0 both fields 
aree zero. Therefore source 1 its excretion rate equals 1, while the excretion rate of 
sourcee 2 is zero. As a consequence only field p\ s tar ts to develop. 

1.. (Around t = 1.0e+4) The rising value p\(r2) triggers source 2. resulting in a 
risingg S2- As a consequence field p2 s tar ts to develop. 

2.. (Around t = 2.5e+4) A rising field value p2(ri)  will inhibit the production for 
fieldd p\. Therefore field p\ s tarts to decay, because of the absorption. 
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0.05 5 

Figuree 6.8: Problem 2: State variables and field values against time. 

' * : : 

Figuree 6.9: Problem 2: (Left) Locations of the initial states (dots) and the path 
off r:j. (Right) Used node set for the discretization of the fields. 
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3.. (Around f — 4.0e+4) A declining field value pi(r2) will inhibit the production 
forr field p2- Therefore field p-i starts to decay, because of the absorption. 

4.. (Around t — 5.0e+4) A declining field value p2(i"i) will trigger the production 
forr field pi. Therefore field pi starts to develop again. 

Fromm here, the process continues at step 1 again, resulting in an oscillating pattern. 
Wee didn't consider the stability of this pattern. It might be very well the case that 
thee oscillations damp out or that they tend to increase over time. 

Duringg this process r3 moves with constant speed through the domain in the 
directionn of a linear combination of the gradients of the two fields. As a result of the 
oscillatingg fields the path of r3 displays two sharp turns, as can be clearly seen in 
Figuree 6.9. 

Implementationn in Kardos Kardos is designed for systems of nonlinear parabolic 
equations.. The systems that we consider in this chapter include besides a number 
off field equations also a number of ODEs and/or algebraic equations. In Section 6.5 
itt was shown how these systems can be solved using Rosenbrock time integration 
methods,, as are used by Kardos. It turns out that adjusting Kardos for making it 
possiblee to solve these hybrid systems in general is a very complex and time consuming 
task.. This seems not to be the best direction to take, because the underlying idea of 
tryingg to use Kardos for system (6.2)-(6.6), is that it might be, as an existing software 
package,, easily extensible as to incorporate the simulations of our hybrid systems. 

AA far more simpler option is to restrict our use of Kardos to using only the imple
mentedd W-methods. Such methods do allow for replacement of the exact Jacobian 
matrixx by an approximation of it, while retaining the order of accuracy of the method. 
Thee earlier given example of a Rosenbrock method, ROS2, is a representative of this 
classs of W-methods. If we use this method and an approximation of the Jacobian 
inn which we only incorporate the stiff parts, i.e., those parts that are related to the 
diffusionn operators, then we can implement our systems with a relatively little amount 
off work. 

Too show the basic principles behind this approach, consider a simple system con
sistingg of two components p, u, of which the dynamics are determined by 

p=fi(p,u),p=fi(p,u), ii = / 2 (p ,u ) , (6.51) 

wheree the Jacobian operator Dpfi gives rise to stiffness and the other Jacobian op
eratorss Duf\, DpJ2 and Duf-2 do not. When using a W-method, replacement of the 
threee non-stiff Jacobian operators, by zero-operators, will retain the order of accu
racyy and will in general not harm so much the stability of the method. We will now 
comparee the application of this approach, using ROS2. to this system as well as to 
thee first equation of this system only (containing only the p component). 

Wee start with the system consisting of the p-component only. The variable u is 
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thenn considered as a parameter of the system. Application of ROS2 yields 

PPMMPnPn,u)])r,,u)])r,  = Mpn,u) 

( ££ - [DPMpn,u)]) £ = h{Pn + ^ . u ) - ^77 (6-52) 

Pn+lPn+l = Pn + ^V+^t 

Applicationn of ROS2 to the complete system, with the use of the approximation of 
thee Jacobian, yields 

( ^^ - [-Dp/i(p„,un)]) i? = fl(Pn^n) 

( ^^ - [£>p/i(pn,un)]) ^ = A(p n + ^ , u n + ) - ^TT? 

^ ww = / 2{p n + , u n + ) - ^ v 

ppn+1n+1 = Pn + ^rf+^t 

uun+1n+1 =un + ^ v + ^ w . 

Comparingg the systems (6.52) and (6.53), we see that the application of ROS2 to a stiff 
systemm (6.52) can be extended to the application of ROS2 to a larger system (6.53), 
byy inserting a number of actions between the stages. In the following scheme the 
actionss performed by Kardos and the actions that are to be inserted are displayed. 

Kardoss extra implemented 

uu = u„ 

J=[DJ=[D ppff11(p(pnn,u)] ,u)] 

( ^ - j ) 7 77 = /i(A>n,u) 

( ^^ - j ) £ = fi{pn + ^ , 1 1 ) - ^77 

Pn+lPn+l = Pn + è-fV+ift 

^ vv = / 2 (p„ ,u) 

uu = u n + ^ v (6.54) ) 

~ ww = f2(pn +  ^ v 

J L V ++
277 ^  27 

Implementationn of this approach can be done by using the built-in event mechanism 
off Kardos. It requires the definition of new events before and between the different 
stagess of a time step. They trigger the calls for the suitable subroutines for performing 
thee actions at the right side of (6.54). 
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Simula t ionn w i t h Ka rdo s Using the technique described above. Kardos was used 
too approximate the solution to system (6.50). With error tolerances for time set 
too 0.01 and for space to 0.001. the resulting solutions of the states and the fields 
evaluatedd in the s tates ' locations is within VA of the AGTools solutions shown in 
Figuree 6.8 and Figure (i.9. 

Ann initial triangulation. similar to the one of Figure 6.3, was used, which has 
4022 vertices and was forced to contain nodes with locations r; and r2- During the 
simulationn Kardos uses a refined triangulation. where refinement takes place around 
thesee two points. The maximum number of vertices reached during the1 triangulation 
iss 4904. The triangulation at the end of the simulation is shown in Figure 6.10. which 
hass 1540 vertices. 

Figuree 6.10: The triangulation used by Kardos at time T = 12e+4. 

Figuree 6.11 displays the time step size and the number of vertices in the triangu
lationn against the time step index. The number of time steps equals 175. where the 
timee step size is very small in the beginning of the simulation as the fields have to be 
developedd and time derivatives are relatively large. Especially in the beginning of the 
simulationn several time steps are rejected and smaller time steps arc taken instead. 
Forr example, while the initial time step size is set to 1000. the first accepted time 
step,, after three reductions, is equal to 0.182. For every reduction 4 to 6 refinement 
iterationss are carried out. each with their own linear systems to be solved. After the 
initiall phase, time step reductions do occur in smaller numbers, while the time step 
sizee increases gradually to around 1300. At time level 80. at more or less half of the 
computationall work, only lO'/f of the total time interval is reached. 

Wee want to conclude the treatment of this problem by making a few remarks. 
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Figuree 6.11: Problem 2: The time step size (top) and the number of vertices in the 
triangulationn (bottom) against the time level used by Kardos. 
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First,, due to the fact that the handling of the ODEs is 'hacked" into Kardos by 
meanss of the event mechanism, the adaptivity routines completely ignore the ODEs. 
Therefore,, sharp gradients in the dynamics of the states will not enforce smaller 
timee steps. Second, the solution is not flexible with respect to the implementation 
off different ODEs. As a result, changing the dimensions as well as changing the 
dynamicss of the states can be very error-prone. 

Problemm 3: moving sources 

Ourr final test problem concerns a system where we have two fields, both produced 
byy their own sources that are moving through the domain. For both sources applies 
thatt their movement is determined by the field that they do not produce for. 

Definitio nn The system is defined by 

ddttpipi = L}pi + anTriS. on H. /? i (0 .x)=0. V x e l i 

0tp20tp2 = L-2P2 + <722Tr2S. Oil O. /?2((). x) = 0 . Vx € tt 

00 = n • Vp\ = n • Vp2- on dü, 

.. , Vp2(ri) /207\ (6-55; 

-- , Vpi(r2) /350 
r22 = XWP^)\\ r 2 ( 0 ) = [GOO 

withh Lx = L2 = dA - k, cru = 1 and av2 = 1. The domain Q. diffusion coefficient d 
andd the absorption coefficient k are taken the same as in Problem 1 and 2 and A = 
8.0e—4.. In the resulting dynamics the twro sources move toward each other. 

Simulationn wit h AGTooIs Simulation of a problem like Problem 3 is computa
tionallyy more expensive because of the moving sources. Every time step a new node 
sett has to be generated and by using interpolation the solution has to be transferred 
too it. 

Figuree 6.12 shows the result of a simulation with AGTools for t e [0. le+5], where 
3000 time steps with the IMEX-midpoint scheme were used. The left picture of the 
figuree displays the paths of n and r2. Clearly can be seen that the sources move 
towardd each other, while growing around the hole in the domain. In the right picture 
off the figure the used node set at t = 7.4e+4 is shown. 

Implementationn in Kardo s The implementation in Kardos of this problem was 
donee in a way similar to Problem 2. We used the same simulation parameters as there 
andd the solution gave paths that were close to the paths of Figure 6.12. The maxi
mall euclidian distance between the two solutions over the whole integration interval 
wass 9.3. in the units of Figure 6.1. 
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Figuree 6.12: Problem .'5: (Left) Locations of the initial states (dots) and the paths of 
rii and r 2 . (Right) Used node set for the discretization of the fields halfway during 
tt he simulation. 

Inn Figure 6.13 the time step size and the number of vertices in the triangulation 
aree shown against the time level. One of the differences with Problem 2 is that the 
sourcess are moving here. Due to these moving sources the maximal number of vertices 
inn the used triangulations is here almost twice as high as in Problem 2. The maximal 
timee step size however, is larger as in Problem 2. This can be probably explained by 
thee fact that the fields arc- not produced by constant sources but that their excretion 
ratess depend on field values. 

Wee want to conclude Problem 3 by mentioning that we did not carry out a com
parisonn between the use of AGTools and Kardos with respect to efficiency. This we 
didd not do because of the great differences between the two approaches and because- of 
thee advanced error control routines present in Kardos. while not available- in AGTools. 

6.77 Summary 

Thiss chapter concerns the numerical approximation of the behavior of the dynamical 
systemss that are present in the AGTools framework. These systems are composed 
off parabolic and elliptic PDEs that are strongly coupled to a system of ODEs and 
algebraicc equations. A presentation of the used numerical methods in AGTools is 
combinedd with a discussion of the possibility of using an existing software package for 
thee solution of the systems at hand, that is designed for solving systems of PDEs. As 
aa representative- was taken the software package Kardos. 

Thee chapter starts with an overview of the AGTools framework: giving both an 
abstractt formulation of the equation systems, as well as a presentation of the used 
numericall methods for approximating these systems numerically. This is followed by 
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Figuree 6.13: Problem 3: The time step size (top) and the number of vertices in the 
triangulationn (bottom) against the time level used by Kardos. 
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aa description of Kardos and its main features. 
Inn Section 6.5 the application of Rosenbrock time integration methods to the 

framework'ss equation systems is discussed. Due to the nature of these systems this 
iss not straightforward. It is shown that the emerging linear stage systems in the 
Rosenbrockk methods contain point evaluation operators. A method for solving such 
linearr systems is described. 

Ass the use of general Rosenbrock methods for the systems at hand is rather com
plexx and because of the way that Kardos builds its discretizations for solving PDEs. 
aa general adjustment of Kardos for incorporating these systems seems not practical. 
AA simpler alternative is to restrict our use of Kardos to the use of W-methods. These 
timee integration methods allow for simplifying the solution process by approximating 
thee Jacobian operators. It is shown that the use of the built-in event mechanisms in 
Kardoss can be used to implement the solution of certain systems in a more ad-hoc 
approach. . 

Kardoss uses an initial coarse triaugulation that is adaptively refined on the basis 
off a posteriori error estimators. It is shown that because of the small supports of 
thee sources this initial triaugulation has to be based on the initial locations of the 
sourcess and that (at least for the first time step) a special cubature rule is used for 
thee numerical approximation of integrals needed for the discretizations of the finite 
elementt method. 

Threee example problems are discussed, together with the issues that are encoun
teredd when implementing the problems in Kardos. An advantage of using Kardos 
overr AGTools is that it has a sophisticated adaptation scheme in space and in time 
andd can produce solutions within a predetermined error range. On the other hand. 
AGToolss makes better use of the a priori knowledge that the refinement areas are 
aroundd the source locations. This leads to an efficiënt discretization of the PDEs and 
noo iterative solving and error estimation is needed. 

AA direct comparison with respect to efficiency was not performed due to the great 
differencess in the two approaches. Concerning the question whether Kardos might 
bee used for the equation systems of the framework, we can say that a structural 
adjustmentt to incorporate such models into Kardos is very difficult and requires a lot 
off programming activity. An easy, more ad-hoc. approach is possible, but requires 
stilll some serious amount of error-prone coding. Also, if using this latter approach, 
errorr control routines do not take into account the ODE dynamics. 
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